


The RANGER LRF 10x42 combines a precise integrated  
laser range finder, innovative design, perfect ergonomics  
and highest accuracy in one product. The unique slim  
design, which houses all the electronics, allows comfortable  
handling and precise measurement in any situation. 

The bright display and integrated angle compensation allow  
you to take simple and precise measurements to ensure  
your hunting success. With the legendary ruggedness that 
characterizes every Steiner product, the Ranger LRF takes  
your hunting to a whole new level.

INTEGRATED INCLINOMETER
In addition to the rangefinder, the Ranger LRF 
has an inclinometer that individually displays  

the respective angle or horizontal distance.  
Especially when hunting  

in the mountains, this  
is an indispensable  

feature for a  
successful  

hunt. 

EXTREME  
RUGGEDNESS

The use of an alumi-
num housing allows

a robust and reliable 
construction with  

which an impact  
resistance of up to 11G 

is achieved.
Thanks to the  

nitrogen filling  
neither dust no 

dirt can get  
inside the sealed 
housing allowing  
always a perfect  

observation.

INNOVATIVE DESIGN AND ERGONOMICS
The new Ranger LRF offers an impressive slim and  
a new innovative design with improved ergonomics.  
This ensures a safe and comfortable handling even  
in humid environments or with gloves. 

SCAN MODE
The scan mode offers an huge advantage  
for fast changing distances or moving  
targets. Continuous measurement  
allows quick and easy measurement  
of multiple objects in succession  
or precise distance determination  
of game in motion. 
 

BEST IN CLASS 
DISPLAY BRIGHTNESS
The best display brightness  
in every situation. The  
Ranger LRF not only  
convinces with incredible  
contrast and optical per- 
formance, the integrated  
interface can be adjusted  
according to the environ- 
mental situation. 
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Ranger LRF 10x42

Applicable for distance measurements 
even under extreme weather conditions.

Priority of a closer object 
When more than one target object is 
aimed at, the closer of the two is  
selected on the display.

Priority of another object 
This feature ignores objects, e.g. bushes, 
stones and branches. If more than one 
target object is targeted, the more distant 
of the two is shown on the display.

* 2 years on electronic parts

RANGER LRF 10x42
Item No. 23170900 

Objective diameter 42 mm

Magnification 10 x

Weight 1100 g

Width 140 mm

Height 210 mm

Depth 56 mm

Temperature range –20 °C up to +50 °C

Exit pupil 4,2 mm

Luminosity 17,64

Twilight factor 20,49

Field of view at 1000 m 105 m

Measuring distance 25 to 1800 meters

Shortest focus distance 5 meter

Focusing system Fast-Close-Focus

High-Performance-Optics High-Contrast

Waterproof up to 1 m

Nitrogen pressure system yes

Rubber armouring NBR-Longlife

Eyecups Ergonomic rotation eyecup

Carrying strap standard

Strap attachment standard

Objective cover yes

Rain protection cap yes

Carry case yes

Warranty 10 years*

SYMBOLS

1  Target mark 

2  Distance indicator

3  Measurement unit

4  Feature mode

5  Horizontal unit of measurement

6  Horizontal distance (HD)  
 or angle

7  Battery status

8  Active measurement

 




